
 

Summer Packtrip Equipment List 
Regular Length Trip 

 

 

Clothing: 

The key to summer packtrip attire is layering.  There is wide variability temperate experienced during an 

average summer day.  We regularly see frost in the mornings and peak temps in the high 80’s during the 

day.  When we have the occasional cold front move through we can get rain and the temps drop to the 

60’s during the day quickly.  We request weight limits to 35# per person. 

 

Outer Wear: 

 2-3 pair blue jeans (these will get dirty) 

 3-4 T-shirts      

 2 long sleeve comfortable medium to heavy weigth outdoor 

shirts (cotton is fine, light wool is fine, chamois cotton is fine) 

 1 medium weight sweater for cool nights and mornings 

 Hiking shorts 

 2 pair light gloves 

 4 pair medium weight hiking socks (calf height) 

 Baseball hat or similar for screening sun off face.  Straw 

cowboy hats are also good but if you wear hats bring both. 

 1 pr hiking shoes (above ankle height) with aggressive tread, 

ideally with heal.  Also recommend water proof. 

 1 pr lighter shoes light weight hiking shoots, water shoes, or 

sneakers 

 Medium weight jacket 

 Rain gear (ponchos or slickers).  Include rain pant with whatever style you prefer 

 Sweat pants or similar if you are prone to get cold at night sleeping.  Some people prefer silk 

long johns for this purpose 

 Appropriate undergarment wear 

 Small knit hat to wear when sleeping on occasional extra cold nights 



 36”long  x 16” diameter duffel bag which will carry all gear except sleeping bags 

Sleeping gear 

 Small pillow     

 Sleeping bag comfortable to 20F 

 Inflatable sleeping pad if you have one 

Miscellaneous 

 Sunscreen 

 Bug spray 

 Carmex or chapstick (air is very dry) 

 Optional binoculars 

 Camera w/ extra batteries 

 Flashlight w/ extra set of batteries 

 Small portable alarm clock 

 Toiletries 

 Fishing gear – see Fly Fishing Equipment List document on website 

 

 


